And the winner is!

There is no denying that everyone was a winner out of our recent Road Boss
Rally. Jumping through hoops and hurdles all year just to get the event on the road and then having to
navigate tornadoes, heat waves and storms we sure had the ‘we love a challenge’ bar raised very high.
But in true RBR spirit of adventure everyone stepped up and all was handled in our stride and continued
on to successfully pull off one of our greatest ever rallies which was a very proud achievement for
everyone. And when I say everyone, that is exactly what I mean ‘everyone’.
While there were so many that through no fault of their own could not be out on the road with us it was
still a massive RBR community effort to keep this event alive and running throughout an extremely
difficult time. Whether you were locked down in Victoria, locked out in New South Wales or boxed in, in
South Australia everyone played a valuable part is helping keep the RBR dream alive and going that
extra mile to put on and pull off this remarkable event.
So thank you EVERYONE and my reward and show of thanks to you all is to continue on doing what we
do best and power on into 2022 and beyond. The best is most certainly yet to come.

For a full set of rally results, follow this link: 2021 Results & Fundraising Outcomes

Grinners:
1st Outright:
Car 98 RumRunner.
John Leadbetter & Rusell McLoughlin
Highest Fundraisers:
Car 81, Red Bull
Col Desbrow & Royce Hodge
Supreme GIVIT Everything:
Car 118, FlaminGoBling
Donna Smith & Dee Reeves
Picture Perfect:
Car 44 Team Camo.
Craig Lucy & Jenny Back.
Never Say Never:
Car 81 Pilton Patrol.
Chris & Phil Moar
Spiriter:
Car 307 Cane Toad.
Myles, Josh & Renold.

Ka-BOOM! $286,000 raised for GIVIT
Even in the toughest of years our RBR network and
community never fails to step up and deliver on their
promise. Not only did we deliver but exceeded every
expectation and handed over the largest cheque we
have ever had the pleasure of writing out. Two hundred
and eighty six thousand dollars. Simply astonishing and
just like the rally itself, it was a massive combined effort
and everyone connected to our Road Boss Rally should
feel very proud and a part of this incredible
achievement and show of generosity.
Well done everyone and it is always a wonderful
experience to now watch GIVIT grow and continue their
amazing work throughout all our communities across
Australia.

2021 RBR Polo Shirts

We still have
a number of our unique 2021 sublimated polo
shirts available. Quantities and sizes are
becoming limited so jump on and grab them
before they vanish. We love to see our creative
merchandise out and about promoting the
RBR all over the world so these would make a
great gift for someone you know who would
enjoy wearing one of our shirts to not just look
good but also help spread the good word.
Win-Win!
Easiest and fastest way is jump on the website
and order straight off there.
Our shirts are 100% Australian made.

Click here for RBR Store

RBR Flyer

We have recently produced on
mass a generic RBR promotional flyer to distribute
as far and wide as we can to help promote the rally
and guide interested parties back to our website
and on to more detailed information. It is just a
simple DL size that is undated but easy enough to
read, understand and follow the prompts to go on
and explore some more.
We are very fortunate to have some creative and
motivated people among our troops and already
we have arranged for mass letter box deliveries and
for them to be included in a large companies daily
invoice mail distribution roll out.
The flyers will be available for collection from RBR
HQ in Toowoomba, GIVIT office in Milton or via our
in-house ever reliable and economical RBR ‘matefreight’ network which delivers all over Australia…...
one way or another.
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March 2022
Marching in to 2022

To kick start the year
and get things rolling along we are putting on a fantastic
bite size four day rally in March. Exact dates are to be
confirmed however we are looking at the 13th— 17th
March and will start and finish in the border town of
Goondiwindi. There are a number of reasons for putting
on this cracking little event and one of them is to give
our southern entrants something to look forward to. It
has been sad and tough for us all having them locked
out and unable to get to a Road Boss Rally for nearly
two years so this is one everyone can put on their
calendar and look forward to.
It also provides a sensational shake down for the Super or
just the right size rally to sneak away for a week and
have some fun. Lots of details and information yet to
come but scratch this in your calendar and ‘stay tuned’.

July 2022
Twenty-Twenty-Two Super
up, up and away
Recently we surveyed our participants who had
previously registered for the Tassie to the Top
End Super which was originally destined to be
run in 2020 and gathered information to see
how everyone is feeling about 2022. It was very
pleasing to see that the majority are rip, roaring
and ready to go and eager to set sail on the
Super next year.
Exact dates are currently being finalised and
locked in but at this stage it is looking to settle
in and around the 11th—28th July 2022, give or
take a few days.
Now that we know we are putting this event
back on the front foot we will set about
updating everything and getting it humming
again all ready for the new 2022 dates.
If there is anything you want or need to know
about this event or have questions please feel
free to contact me (RB) at anytime. While it
constantly remains as work in progress and
there are many unknown variables over the
next few months I am happy to share with you
anything that I know for certain and the
direction we are heading or at least aiming for.
Standby on this one but if you are willing and
able you had better get yourself ready for…...
‘the big one’.

Be driven!
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Brisbane Sat 13th Nov

Toowoomba Sun 14th Nov

Info nights: Rally your neighbours, friends, family, sponsors or supporters
and encourage them along to one of our upcoming RBR information sessions.
One in Brisbane and an afternoon in Toowoomba. In true RBR style it will be a
laid back casual atmosphere with a great opportunity to hear from Road Boss
direct about the rally along with 2022 plans on what events we are doing and
where we are going. So rally’round and bring anyone along that you have ever
heard say; “I would love to do that one day”.
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Road Boss & Team Cosgrove Rev’n Up for Mundubbera Rally 20th Nov

RB and his big brother Noel (aka Cap’t Cruise) will be lining up in the Dusty Devil while Col Desbrow
(aka Des Cosgrove) with Darryl O’Brien along side will be enjoying a maiden voyage in Col’s new
(classic) rally car. The event is called the Three River
Rally and forms a round of the Queensland Rally
Championship and has attracted a high quality field
of cars and drivers from around the state which is
shaping up as a fast and sensational event to watch.
Anyone is welcome to go there and spectate and the
club is still looking for volunteers to help out on the
day. If you are interesting in going or being involved
give me (RB) a call and I can help guide you to the
right spot and/or person.
It has been a while since either of us have been “full
noise” in our rally cars so all the crew are quite eager
to get out and blow some cobb webs off and have
some serious fun, flat out!
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